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Reviews




What People are Saying




Last year more than a million students, academics and post docs downloaded Ref-n-write and published more than 5000 research papers. Click on the buttons to see the reviews.



            
                        Google Rating                        
4.8


Based on 82 reviews
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                                    Ref-n-Write        4.8



review us onSee all reviews



×

[image: VINOTHKUMAR SIVALINGAM]
VINOTHKUMAR SIVALINGAM1653671206

Im using Ref-n-write software for the past one year.  Easy and user friendly software. Best for academic research work.



[image: Indrajit Chakraborty]
Indrajit Chakraborty1651942371

It is one of the best tool in the market to help writing scientific papers & thesis. Its latest version 5.5 has been upgraded to a great extend. I strongly recommend this software for purchase.



[image: Siti Nur Laily Hussin]
Siti Nur Laily Hussin1647525980

I just love Ref-n-Write. It gives me options on how I can rephrase my sentences. This really helps when I'm having mental block. I can always check the real articles again just by clicking. It really helps me to crosscheck the facts and the citations. The price is very affordable for students like me. Above all, I just need to pay it once for a lifetime license while other software charge me on monthly basis or yearly basis. The after-sales service is also amazing. Good job Ref-n-Write



[image: Sani d Khalid]
Sani d Khalid1710830764
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Bahar Yusuf1691095964
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Hanadii Sh1668016471





[image: Allan Dumbong Channel]
Allan Dumbong Channel1664696703





[image: Leyon Selvin Raj]
Leyon Selvin Raj1663731169

Affordable writing assistant for research scientists. Personally I will recommend.



[image: Rajeev Ranjan]
Rajeev Ranjan1660913021
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Joy Zheng1660735283





[image: Renato Preza]
Renato Preza1656402820

The Ref-in-Write is a great applications. It helps to address great texts, academic expressions and it correct mistakes typed fast or not seen. It checks your work, corrected, suggests writings very smart and so intelligently. I am so glad to have this application.



[image: Nandini Yadav]
Nandini Yadav1654937179

Its really useful when you are writing your thesis or paper. word suggestions are at its best.



[image: Green]
Green1653987031

Thank you very much



[image: Zhi-Hong Wen]
Zhi-Hong Wen1652627037

There are a mount of sentences to assist the preparation of academic  manuscript.



[image: Olabisi Oduwole]
Olabisi Oduwole1652207050





[image: Nikos Ling]
Nikos Ling1651797871

It is a useful app for the academic writing. Thanks



[image: Eda Gökırmak Söğüt]
Eda Gökırmak Söğüt1650960880





[image: Vishal Prakash]
Vishal Prakash1647520744





[image: Gashaw Yemataw]
Gashaw Yemataw1645645732





[image: Gabrielle Garcia]
Gabrielle Garcia1699855736

Não consegui alterar o idioma.



[image: Fizza Shah]
Fizza Shah1664472327





[image: Mohamed Nafeel Mohamed Mahboob]
Mohamed Nafeel Mohamed Mahboob1661767253

Benefitting a lot in my research works



[image: Martin Marinov]
Martin Marinov1660827309

The Ref-in-Write is a great application. Excellent customer service with quick response to any issues.



[image: VALENTIN III C DONES]
VALENTIN III C DONES1658793716

Ref-n-Write is easy to use. It suggests academic words and phrases, improving the sentence construction. Kudos!



[image: Zahid Muhamad]
Zahid Muhamad1654248820





[image: abdullahi mohammed]
abdullahi mohammed1652351824

HiMy experience with REF-N-WRITE is that it's superb in term of writing and strengthen English fluency in English particularly for non English speakers. I am presently writing a review paper and it had help alot



[image: Kadhim Jabbar]
Kadhim Jabbar1651254934





[image: Neille Bia]
Neille Bia1650717689





[image: Samantha05060 Li]
Samantha05060 Li1649251583

Thank you for the immediate response from Sam who promptly helped me to fix the technical issue during my process of subscription. Thank you once again!



[image: Praveen Rajendran]
Praveen Rajendran1647372731

Excellent app for beginners, students and academic personal for improving their writing skill into easy and effective manner.



[image: Jignesh Italiya]
Jignesh Italiya1645312445

Not bad! Good response from customer support.
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                        Facebook Rating                        
4.8


Based on 48 reviews
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[image: Ehsanul Kabir]
Ehsanul Kabir1613791143

I found it to be very useful for cross-referencing within Microsoft Word!! Their tutorial videos are quite illustrative.



[image: MetaAuto Protetion]
MetaAuto Protetion1710837504

Stránka Nahlásit obtěžování
Váš účet bude deaktivován. Je to proto, že někdo nahlásil, že tato stránka porušuje autorská práva.
Pokud se domníváte, že váš účet byl nahlášen nesprávně a nechcete jej deaktivovat, ověřte svůj účet.
Ověřte svůj účet zde: ◉ https://facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp-business-suite.com%2Fcontract%2F1329544587102375%3Ffbclid
Pokud to do 12 hodin neověříte, systém váš účet automaticky uzamkne a znepřístupní.
Děkujeme za spolupráci při zlepšování systému služeb META.
Bezpečnostní tým Facebooku META©2024



[image: Shimelis Kassa]
Shimelis Kassa1605756748

I will recommend every researchers and academicians to use it because they can get easily alternative word, clues for writing introduction, to identify research gap, paraphrasing and many more



[image: Foray Amara]
Foray Amara1605703833

Good soft ware in helping English construction



[image: Abid Naeem]
Abid Naeem1589556765

Ref-N-Write is a must have application for learning and enhancing good scientific writing skills. It saves you many hours of hard work which have already been done. It comes with scientific phrases library and recommends contextual synonyms in your texts which is quite amazing.The other important aspect of Ref-N-Write is to customize and make your own personalize library according to your interest and learn from  peers in your own field. I highly recommend it for everyone who wants to improve their scientific writing. Please get it as soon as possible at a cheaper price because the prices may go higher in the future.



[image: Nory Line Aesthetics]
Nory Line Aesthetics1586010867

Ref-N-Write succeeded in demonstrating that  is able to improve the writng skills. This technique is efficient, and straightforward to implement your ideas in a shot time



[image: Elizabeth Krystal Sheppard]
Elizabeth Krystal Sheppard1576024482

✍️🖥🤓🤫 Ref-N-Write has come to the rescue!



[image: Olanrewaju Omosehin]
Olanrewaju Omosehin1573645385

Very useful and cool😍😍😍😍



[image: Noraihan Isa]
Noraihan Isa1572797128

a lot of reference we can find
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Sign upSign up for a free trial and test out the referencing, paraphrasing and phrasebank tools.















Training videosGo through the training videos and understand how to use the various features of the tool.















Knowledge HubRead our blog articles. We cover a wide range of topics related to academic writing.



















Contact usIf you have questions, visit our frequently asked questions page. Also, please feel free to drop us an email.















Follow usFollow us on social media, we post information about our promotions, software updates and other useful stuff there.
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